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Abstract7
Trust is a key dimension of human-robot interaction (HRI), and8
has often been studied in the HRI community. A common challenge9
arises from the difficulty of assessing trust levels in ecologically invalid10
environments: we present in this paper two independent laboratory11
studies, totalling 160 participants, where we investigate the impact of12
different types of errors on resulting trust, using both behavioural and13
subjective measures of trust. While we found a (weak) general effect of14
errors on reported and observed level of trust, no significant differences15
between the type of errors were found in either of our studies. We16
discuss this negative result in light of our experimental protocols, and17
argue for the community to move towards alternative methodologies18
to assess trust.19
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1 Introduction53
As the demand for robotic co-workers increases, so does the need for trust-54
worthy machines. Trust is a multi-faceted belief that is difficult to gain and55
easy to lose. One of these facets relates to the ability of a robotic assistant56
to carry out a prescribed task (B. Muir & Moray, 1996). Robots do not,57
as of yet, perform flawlessly, and as such investigating the effect of robot58
errors on the resulting trust levels is a well researched topic in human-robot59
interaction (HRI) (Hancock et al., 2011; Mirnig et al., 2017).60
Salem, Lakatos, Amirabdollahian, and Dautenhahn (2015) suggest that61
there is a lack of adequate definitions of trust, specifically within HRI. They62
suggest that looking at definitions from similar fields, namely automation63
and human-computer interaction may assist in providing definitions, despite64
the fact that these areas differ in terms of variety of interactions. Robots65
have indeed a greater, more human-like, physical manifestation that may66
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result in varying levels of trust. Salem et al. conclude their investigation by67
noting that most definitions of trust in HRI pertain to concepts relating to68
reliability and predictability.69
Moray and Inagaki (1999) define trust in automation as “an attitude70
which includes the belief that the collaborator will perform as expected, and71
can, within the limits of the designer’s intentions, be relied on to achieve72
the design goals”. B. M. Muir (1994) aimed to model the concept of trust73
by combining Barber (1983) and other research relating to human-machine74
trust. Their first model of human expectation of trust with robots includes75
in particular the ideas of “persistence, technical competency and fiduciary76
responsibility”. J. D. Lee and See (2004) combine these expectations into77
three dimensions of trust: purpose, process and performance. Mayer, Davis,78
and Schoorman (1995) also define trust to have the following characteristics:79
ability (“the trustee competence in performing expected actions”); benev-80
olence (“the trustee intrinsic and positive intentions towards the trustor”)81
and integrity (“the trustee’s adherence to a set of principles that are ac-82
ceptable to the trustor”). In the rest of this article, we adopt the general83
definition by Moray and Inagaki: trust, in our context, is understood in84
term of the reliable realisation of expectations.85
The notion of a right level of trust is discussed through existing litera-86
ture. Hamacher, Bianchi-Berthouze, Pipe, and Eder (2016) state that some87
human-like behaviours lead to increased levels of trust, but might also have88
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negative impacts when the “behaviour is deemed to cross a line”. This is89
supported by Hancock et al. (2011) who describe that there are lower rates of90
satisfaction when interacting with robots that instil disproportionate trust91
levels in their human partner.92
Research on the impact of errors is characterized by varying findings;93
ranging from the occurrence of errors making the robot seem more human-94
like, to resulting in a negative impact on trust (Salem, Eyssel, Rohlfing,95
Kopp, & Joulbin, 2013; Salem et al., 2015; Desai et al., 2012). Our aim96
is to further clarify these findings by providing new evidence on the effect97
of errors made by robotic co-workers, with the aim to understand the way98
in which robotic co-workers should be programmed, in direct relation to99
efficiency.100
We present hereafter two independent studies that both investigate, not101
only the impact of errors on a participant’s perceived level of trust in a102
robotic co-worker, but the effect of different types of error (technical failures103
versus decision-level failures) and the possible impact of the robot recognis-104
ing and acknowledging these errors.105
We are measuring trust using both subjective metrics (questionnaires)106
and behavioural metrics (based on proxemics), on two different robotic plat-107
forms (Aldebaran’s Pepper and PAL’s TIAGo).108
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for Study 1. Participants are sat in front of
the robot; the wizard is sitting behind the participants, out of their field of
view. The robot guides the assembly of a toy car by the participant, using
the parts displayed on the table.
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1.1 Factors Affecting Trust109
To better identify how trust is affected in human-robot interaction, the110
factors that impact upon trust, both positively and negatively, need to be111
researched. These have been separated into three main areas, namely: robot,112
human and environmental factors and further subsections within each of113
these domains. This attempts to assess factors that are not just presented114
on the robot’s behalf, whilst uncovering areas that need consideration.115
1.1.1 Robot Factors116
Robot Errors The most prominent robotic factor in relation to this re-117
search is robots making errors. Existing research reaches varying conclusions118
on the impact of these errors on trust. Corritore, Kracher, and Wiedenbeck119
(2003) report a greater negative impact on trust if multiple, less severe er-120
rors were made in comparison with one more severe error. Reiterated in121
later research, errors negatively impact upon perceived trustworthiness and122
reliability but do not however, affect the participants willingness to cooper-123
ate.124
The presence of errors has been reported to result in increased anthropo-125
morphism and likeability, despite a reduced task performance (Salem et al.,126
2013). Mirnig et al. (2017) found no significant impact of errors on a final127
perceived level of trust in a robotic assistant but also found an increase in128
likeability. Guznov, Lyons, Nelson, and Woolley (2016) also found no statis-129
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tically significant impact on self-reported trust levels in automation despite130
manipulating both error type and severity.131
Although the research has shown that the presence of errors in HRI may132
have varying effects, one constant is found throughout existing literature,133
these errors can be compensated for. It is reported that participants ap-134
preciate a robot’s attempt to apologize or rectify a situation where it had135
made an error (M. Lee, Kiesler, & Forlizzi, 2010). Whilst others conclude136
the perceived intelligence of the robot increased after having made a mis-137
take and attempting to put it right, but only when the new method was138
error-free (Lemaignan, Fink, & Dillenbourg, 2014; Hamacher et al., 2016).139
Mirnig et al. (2017) allowed for the classification of real errors into types;140
social norm and technical. They also highlighted that all robotic errors could141
be classed as technical from a roboticists point of view in contrast with a142
naive participant. The study defines the errors in the following ways; “a143
social norm violation (SNV) means that the robot’s actions deviate from144
the underlying social script” and “a technical failure (TF) means the robot145
experiences a technical disruption that is perceived as such by the user”.146
Etiquette Parasuraman and Miller (2004) defined etiquette as “the set of147
prescribed and proscribing behaviours that permits meaning and intent to148
be ascribed to actions”. They also studied the effect of etiquette on users’149
reported level of trust in an automated system.150
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Communication Style Studies have been carried out that attempt to151
analyse the preferred mode of communication in HRI; finding a robot with152
a more expressive interface that completed the task slower was more de-153
sirable than a highly effective robotic assistant that resulted in the partic-154
ipants reporting “feeling rushed” (Hamacher et al., 2016). Dautenhahn et155
al. (2005) reported 71 percent of participants would prefer a “human-like156
manner” of communication in a robot; including speech (Ray, Mondada, &157
Siegwart, 2008; Iwamura, Shiomi, Kanda, Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2011) and158
facial expressions (Sidner, Lee, & Lesh, 2003), specifically when they ap-159
pear happy (Thrun, Schulte, & Rosenburg, 2000). Humans respond well to160
all forms of non-verbal communication attempts (Breazeal, Kidd, Thomaz,161
Hoffman, & Berlin, 2005), looking at the user (Bickmore et al., 2008) and162
referring to the user by name (Shiomi, Kanda, Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2006).163
Behaviour transparency Transparency of a robot’s behaviours can alter164
the amount of trust a human participant will instil in a robotic assistant.165
Wortham, Theodorou, and Bryson (2016) found that artificial agents that do166
not appear to have any other purpose other than to provide companionship167
seem unworthy due to a lack of no self-serving agency. Under the guise of168
interacting in an assembly task this should result in the participant building169
some form of trust relationship in the robot, giving the experimenters a170
factor to measure.171
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1.1.2 Human Factors172
Human Perceptions of Robots The Uncanny Valley (Mori, 1970) con-173
cept frames most of the research on trust in relation to robot appearance;174
presenting that humans find human-looking robots unnerving. Ray et al.175
(2008) highlighted facets of people’s perceptions of robots; namely what176
they believe robots should look like. People responded they would prefer a177
robot to look like a small machine as opposed to resembling a living-being,178
such as a human, animal or other unspecified creature.179
Dautenhahn et al. (2005) found that 40 percent of 28 people favoured the180
idea of robot companionship, but solely in relation to performing household181
tasks, in opposition to child and animal care or a personal relationship.182
Previous Experience of Robots Bartneck, Suzuki, Kanda, and Nomura183
(2007) reported previous experience of robots could lead to less anxiety184
toward robots.185
Personality Traits Nass and Lee (2000) reported that participants showed186
a preference towards robots exhibiting a personality type similar to their187
own, namely introverted or extroverted. Goetz, Kiesler, and Powers (2003)188
found that for personality traits such as seriousness and playfulness, people189
showed higher levels of cooperation with a robot displaying personality traits190
matching their own. Salem et al. (2015) found that participants that rated191
themselves as more extroverted and emotionally stable had higher levels of192
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“psychological closeness” and “anthropomorphism” towards the robot and193
a more positive impression of the robot.194
1.1.3 Environmental Factors195
Severity of Human-Robot Interaction Scenario Salem et al. (2015)196
featured a robot acting as a home-assistant requesting the human visitor to197
carry out tasks that were outside of the social norm. People would comply198
with the robot’s instructions to, water a plant with orange juice, throw away199
letters and use a password to login to a laptop to view and disclose confi-200
dential information. This implies that the level of trust and cooperation are201
high in a home scenario. When comparing this to a work scenario involving202
both human and robot, Desai et al. (2012) found that if there was error203
in the robot’s performance, the perceived level of trust and collaboration204
would fall.205
Robinette, Li, Allen, Howard, and Wagner (2016) carried out a study on206
an artificial emergency evacuation caused by filling a room with smoke and207
sounding a smoke alarm. They found that despite directing participants to208
evacuate to an area that was not safe, the robot’s instructions were trusted209
and followed. The only exception to this was when participants witnessed210
faults during an initial guided tour given by the robot. However, the occur-211
rence of this was higher than expected. This evidence suggests significant212
“over trust” in robots during emergency scenarios. Finally, the last of these213
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scenarios, explored compliance with a robot guiding people out of a simu-214
lated maze under a time constraint (Robinette, Howard, & Wagner, 2017),215
either by being too slow or failing entirely, had a negative impact on compli-216
ance with the robot. The authors also note that, their scenario, although set217
in a natural environment, was still part of an experiment, and thus may not218
have invoked the same reaction as a real-life emergency scenario and that219
this should be considered when evaluating the results of this experiment.220
1.2 Measuring Trust in Human-Robot Interaction221
Across HRI research, different methods are used to measure trust, including222
both subjective (generally, in the form of questionnaires) and behavioural223
measures. Table 1 summaries the techniques used in 11 studies of trust in224
HRI that we have identified in the literature. It appears that the field is225
still largely dominated by post-hoc questionnaires (Sarkar et al., 2017; Lucas226
et al., 2018; Wiegmann et al., 2001; Mirnig et al., 2017; Hamacher et al.,227
2016; Desai et al., 2012; Salem et al., 2013), even though they are prone to228
post-hoc reconstruction, and raise concern regarding the actual ascription of229
trust (is the participant rating his/her trust in the robot or in the researcher230
who programmed the robot?) Interestingly, no unique validated scale exists231
to assess trust in the HRI domain, and people have mostly relied on study-232
specific questions.233
Reflecting on the use of post-hoc questionnaires, Hancock et al. (2011)234
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Table 1: Overview of techniques and environments in which trust has been
assessed
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also draw awareness to the fact that such a methodology only allows to235
witness a singular moment of trust as opposed to an ongoing development236
of trust, limiting our understanding of the dynamics of trust building.237
Open-ended post-session interviews are also used to assess trust. For238
instance, Parasuraman and Miller (2004) interviewed participants to evalu-239
ate effects of etiquette and reliability on users’ rated trust in an automated240
system.241
In contrast, behaviour-based objective measures are indirect measures242
of trust, but are typically less subject to post-hoc reconstruction and ra-243
tionalisation. Compliance tasks (where the human is asked by the robot244
to perform a sequence of actions more and more committing and/or non-245
sensical) are the most common technique (Salem et al., 2015; Robinette246
et al., 2016, 2017). Willingness to cooperate is a measure from J. J. Lee,247
Knox, Wormwood, Breazeal, and Desteno (2013), combined with the con-248
cept from Wilson, Straus, and McEvily (2006) stating that cooperation is249
a “behavioural outcome of trust”. Robinette et al. (2016) used an addi-250
tional question post experiment questionnaire to investigate whether a par-251
ticipant’s cooperation with the robot was due to trusting the robot guide.252
Response times have been used in (Wiegmann et al., 2001) where the users’253
agreeing with the automated aid system and their decision time are found254
to be related.255
15
Questionnaires The two studies presented in this paper use either sub-256
jective measures of trust using a post-hoc questionnaire (Study 1) or be-257
havioural measures based on proxemics (Study 2). The questionnaires used258
in Study 1 test several constructs:259
Personality tests are used as a way to mitigate any knock-on interaction260
effects as a result of different personality types. The Ten Item Personality261
Inventory (TIPI) (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003) is used to assess facets262
of the participants personality; namely extroversion, agree-ability, conscien-263
tiousness, emotional stability and openness to new experiences. This could264
have a significant impact on how a participant would rate their interaction265
with the robot as seen in previous research (Salem et al., 2015).266
To uncover any pre-existing negative feelings towards robots, the Neg-267
ative Attitude towards Robots Scale (NARS) can be utilized (Nomura &268
Kanda, 2003). This scale collects the participants’ attitudes towards “situa-269
tions of interactions with robots”, “social influence of robots” and “emotions270
in interaction with robots” (Sarkar et al., 2017). The results of this 14 item271
scale are collated into three sub-scales that can be tested for correlation272
against final reported levels of trust to measure a possible impact.273
A commonly used tool to examine a participant’s experience of a human-274
robot interaction is the Godspeed Questionnaire. This collects the partici-275
pant’s perceived anthropomorphism, animation, likeability, intelligence and276
safety of a robot (Bartneck, Kulic´, Croft, & Zoghbi, 2009).277
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Finally, we use additional Likert scale questions to gain targeted informa-278
tion and insight into a participant’s impression of the robot’s trustworthiness279
and intelligence, as in (Robinette et al., 2016).280
1.3 Investigating the impact of different errors on trust281
1.3.1 Research Questions282
The two studies outlined within this paper share the common goal of iden-283
tifying whether the nature of the errors exhibited by a faulty robot has284
a significant impact on participants’ level of trust in the robot. Our re-285
search questions are: (1) can we robustly replicate previous results from the286
literature on the impact of faulty robot behaviours on trust in a short, face-287
to-face, lab interaction typical of a human-robot co-worker scenario? (2) if288
so, does a simple technical failure impact the willingness to work again with289
the robot differently than a decision-level cognitive error or socio-cognitive290
error? and finally, (3) does the robot showing awareness of its own errors291
(by acknowledgement) mitigate the impact of the error on reported trust292
levels?293
1.3.2 Hypotheses294
1. No Error vs. Erroneous Conditions: Participants interacting with the295
robot that makes no errors will report a higher level of trust and296
willingness to work with the robotic assistant in any environment than297
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participants interacting with the robot in both conditions where errors298
are made.299
2. Technical Error Condition vs. Cognitive (decision-level or socio): Par-300
ticipants experiencing robot errors will report higher levels of trust301
and willingness to work with the robotic assistant in any environment302
when the robot makes a perceived technical failure compared with a303
decision-level or socio-cognitive error, as a technical failure would be304
perceived as less serious and easier to fix.305
3. Robot Acknowledgment vs. No Robot Acknowledgement : The acknowl-306
edgement of errors by the robot will mitigate a detrimental effect of307
errors on participants’ reported level of trust and willingness to work308
with the robot, as it implies that the robot is aware of its own failure,309
and can possibly act on them in the future.310
2 Study 1: Impact of errors and robot acknowl-311
edgement of errors on trust312
The first study looks at the impact of faulty robotic behaviours on trust in313
a short, face-to-face interaction involving a joint assembly task typical of a314
human-robot co-worker scenario. The human performs the assembly of a315
toy, having to rely on the robot’s guidance to achieve it.316
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2.1 Methodology317
2.1.1 Experimental Procedure318
The task carried out by the participants consisted of working cooperatively319
with the robotic assistant to complete a building task shown in Figure 1.320
The instructions were given to the participant by the robotic co-worker and321
the participant was expected to complete the building aspect of the task.322
The task involved building a large toy using plastic nuts and bolts. It is323
completed in five main stages, broken down into eleven instructions in the324
baseline condition, with one additional instruction required in each of the325
error conditions to rectify the robot error, given by either the robot or human326
due to the 2× 2 design of the experiment. The assembly task was designed327
to be easy enough to be accessible to any adult, but complex enough to be328
non-trivial without external guidance. In particular, many additional parts,329
that were not required for the assembly, were available and effectively acted330
as distractors.331
The technical failure (TF ) error condition involved the robot knocking332
items off the assembly table at the first stage after correctly pointing to333
two other items. Whereas, the second error condition, decision-level er-334
ror (DL), featuring the perceived decision-level mistake, included the robot335
giving incorrect guidance at the very first instruction which will cause the336
participant not to be able to perform the last command. This would re-337
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sult in the participant being unable to complete the task without additional338
help. The baseline (no error) condition set the standard assembly instruc-339
tions and level of social agency of the robotic assistant to allow for accurate340
comparison between the baseline and different error conditions.341
We adopted a 2 × 2, between subject, design (Table 2). The five con-342
ditions are as follows: no error (baseline); technical failure, TF, with and343
without error acknowledgement; decision-level error, DL, with and without344
error acknowledgement.345
Table 2: Condition design and sample sizes for Study 1
Technical failure Decision-level
Acknowledgement
n = 13
(M = 6, F = 7)
n = 15
(M = 8, F = 7)
No acknowledgement
n = 20
(M = 8, F = 12)
n = 18
(M = 7, F = 11)
The errors are either acknowledged by the robot in erroneous conditions346
with error-acknowledgement behaviour (Ack) or by the experimenter when347
the robot does not acknowledge them in erroneous conditions without error-348
acknowledgement behaviour (No-Ack). In the technical failure condition,349
the pieces are either collected by the participant as instructed by the robot350
in the Ack condition or by the experimenter in the No-Ack condition. In351
the decision-level error condition, the participants are provided with an ad-352
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ditional instruction to help them rectify the error and finish the task by353
either the robot or the experimenter in the Ack and No-Ack conditions354
respectively.355
Robot Control We use a TIAGo robot from Pal Robotics (Pages, Mar-356
chionni, & Ferro, 2016). The robot consists of a mobile base, a torso, an357
arm, a wrist, an end-effector and a head. TIAGo is 145 centimeters long358
when its torso is fully extended. The arm has seven degrees of freedom359
ending in a gripper that enables the robot to point to the required pieces.360
The head features a face and has two degrees of freedom, providing pan-tilt361
movements to enable the robot to gaze on the pieces as it points to them.362
The interaction is controlled using a Wizard of Oz method (WOz). The363
wizard sits behind the participants, out of their field of view, as illustrated364
in Figure 1.365
Procedure The participants first sign a consent form, then complete a366
pre-study questionnaire. They interact with the robotic assistant to com-367
plete the assembly task; fill the post-study questionnaire, and finally are368
debriefed on the experiment aims. Before leaving, the participants receive369
compensation for their time in the form of a voucher.370
The human-robot interaction itself features a combination of verbal and371
physical communication. The robot provides the instruction the participant372
needs to complete the next step of the assembly task verbally, whilst simul-373
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taneously gazing from the participant to the objects needed and pointing374
with its arm. The participant were instructed to simply say ‘Done!’ when375
they were done with the current step. The role of the wizard was limited376
to pressing a key every time the participant had completed a step, to in-377
struct the robot to continue to the next assembly step. This allowed for378
the participant to take as much time as they needed to complete each stage379
while avoiding possible speech recognition issues. The wizard could also get380
the robot to repeat the instructions for the current step if the participant381
expressed that he did not understood.382
2.1.2 Data Collection383
The pre-study questionnaire began with two demographic questions relat-384
ing to the age and gender of the participants, then participants’ previous385
experience with robots was also collected to insure a balanced distribution386
among the three robot conditions. The Ten Item Personality Inventory387
(TIPI) (Gosling et al., 2003) questionnaire was used to assess facets of the388
participants personality. In an attempt to uncover any pre-existing nega-389
tive feelings towards robots, the pre-study questionnaire also included the390
Negative Attitude towards Robots Scale (NARS) (Nomura & Kanda, 2003).391
The post-study questionnaire included the Godspeed questionnaire (Bartneck392
et al., 2009), with five sub-scales: anthropomorphism, animation, likeability,393
perceived intelligence and perceived safety. Participants also answered a set394
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of 5 study-specific questions aiming at measuring trust ascription. The first395
four questions where 5-point Likert scales measuring how willing they would396
be to work with the robot again in a manufacturing environment, an office397
environment, a home environment or in a care centre (Trust and Willingness398
to Work Scale). The fifth question asked the participants to rate the level399
of trust they have in the robot on a scale from 0 to 10.400
2.1.3 Participants demographics401
Participants were sampled from diverse backgrounds (student, university402
staff and local public). The final sample is made up of 100 participants (46403
male, 54 female; mean age M=35.8 years, SD=13.3) after 9 were excluded404
due to unintentional robotic technical failures or incorrect completion of405
the questionnaires and in one case the participant avoiding the intentional406
mistake. The participants interacted with the robot for a mean interaction407
time M = 05:23 minutes, SD = 02:06, completing the assembly task outlined408
previously.409
2.2 Results410
Independent T-tests were carried out on the subscales generated from both411
the TIPI and NARS tools used in the pre-study questionnaire in conjunc-412
tion with the data collected using the post-study Trust and Willingness to413
Work Scale. In summary, we only found a weak yet statistically significant414
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Table 3: Mann–Whitney U test results for Trust and Willingness to Work
Scale
No Error vs. Technical failure vs. Ack. vs.
Faulty behaviour Decision-level error No ack.
Hyp. 1 Hyp. 2 Hyp. 3
Home Assistance
U = 1202
p = 0.54
U = 502
p = 0.58
U = 434
p = 0.19
Manufacturing Environment
U = 1158
p = 0.77
U = 518
p = 0.71
U = 456
p = 0.27
Office Assistance
U = 1226
p = 0.43
U = 496
p = 0.51
U = 427
p = 0.15
Caring for a Family Member
U = 1328
p = 0.12
U = 624
p = 0.29
U = 490
p = 0.57
Trust Level
U = 1416
p = 0.03 *
U = 508
p = 0.63
U = 471
p = 0.43
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correlation between subscale 2 of the NARS and the level of trust (r=-0.449,415
p=0.004), i.e. the more negative the participants’ views of the social influ-416
ence of robots the lower the perceived level of trust. No interactions were417
found for the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI). Finally, only one sig-418
nificant interaction was found with the Godspeed questionnaire: the robot419
in the TF condition is statistically more likeable than in the no-error con-420
dition (s=-2.095, p=0.046).421
2.2.1 Hypothesis 1: No error vs. erroneous conditions422
In order to test this hypothesis, non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests (as423
the answers did not follow a normal distribution – see Figure 2) were carried424
out on the results of the Trust and Willingness to Work Scale between the425
no-error and erroneous conditions which includes both technical failure and426
decision-level errors.427
Figure 2 shows the distribution of trust and willingness to work with428
the robot again in the four investigated environments for the control group429
(no error condition) against the technical failure and decision-level errors.430
The U-test values reported in Table 3 provide no statistically significant431
evidence to support Hypothesis 1 in the four evaluated environments. How-432
ever, Hypothesis 1 is partially supported with regards to the reported trust433
with U = 1416, p = 0.03, and an effect size of P (trustctrl > trustfaulty) =434
U
nctrl·nfaulty = 63% (probability that one random observation from trust val-435
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ues of the control conditions is larger than a random observation from trust436
values of the error condition; large effect).437
2.2.2 Hypothesis 2: Technical failure vs. decision-level error con-438
ditions439
Similar to our first hypothesis, the second hypothesis is also investigated by440
performing Mann-Whitney U tests on the same variables but between tech-441
nical failure conditions with and without robot acknowledgement grouped442
together and decision-level error conditions with and without acknowledge-443
ment grouped together as well.444
The distributions of trust and willingness to work with the robot again445
in the four investigated environments for the grouped technical failure error446
conditions and the grouped decision-level error conditions are depicted in447
Figure 2. The U-test values of these tests are listed in Table 3. These results448
show no impact of the type of the error experienced by the participant on449
the examined variables.450
2.2.3 Hypothesis 3: Acknowledgement vs. no acknowledgement451
when a fault occurs452
Hypothesis 3 is also tested by applying Mann-Whitney U tests on the eval-453
uated variables between the participant groups interacting with a robot454
acknowledging its errors and a robot which does not acknowledge them.455
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Figure 2: Impact of error type. Distributions of willingness to work with
the robot again in the four investigated environments (0=fully disagree;
4=fully agree), as well as reported trust level, where the type of error (tech-
nical failure vs. decision-level error) is the independent variable. RainCloud
plots (Allen et al., 2018) are used.
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Figure 3: Impact of error acknowledgment. Distributions of willingness
to work with the robot again in the four investigated environments (0=fully
disagree; 4=fully agree), as well as reported trust level, where the acknowl-
edgment or non-acknowledgement of error is the independent variable.
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Figure 3 illustrates the distributions of the examined variables’ values456
for a faulty robot, when it does or does not acknowledge its errors. Table 3457
reports the U-test results. No significant difference in the reported trust level458
and the willingness to work with the robot again in the four investigated459
environments were found.460
2.2.4 Errors and acknowledgement behaviours conditions inter-461
nal interactions462
For each evaluated variable, trust and willingness to work with the robot463
again in the four different environments, the two independent factors (er-464
ror and acknowledgement behaviour) have two levels each. This yields four465
different combinations as illustrated in Table 4. To fully investigate all466
potential impacts that might have resulted from the interaction between467
these combinations, Mann-Whitney tests were performed on the examined468
variables. The tests showed no statistically significant impact of any com-469
bination of the independent factors’ levels on trust and willingness to work470
with the robot again in the four different environments1.471
1The values of the 20 tests (four combinations with five variables each, trust and
willingness to work with the robot again in the four different environments) are provided
online as indicated in Section 6.
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Table 4: The four combinations of the different levels of the two independent
factors (error and acknowledgement behaviour)
Technical Failure Decision-level
Acknowledgement
TF
&
Ack
DL
&
Ack
No
Acknowledgement
TF
&
No Ack
DL
&
No Ack
3 Study 2: Impact of Errors on Proxemics472
Like the first study, the second study looks at the impact of error types on473
trust levels. However, this study (performed independently of the first one,474
and led by a different researcher) uses behavioural measurements (based on475
proxemics) to assess trust.476
3.1 Methodology477
3.1.1 Experiment Procedure478
Each participant had to perform three tasks, for which so-called ‘stop dis-479
tances’ were measured (Figure 4). These distances were:480
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Figure 4: Experimental setup for Study 2. Participants are stood in front
of the robot; each line on the floor is marked at 25 cm, so we can measure
the stop distances between the robot and the participant. The participant
stands initially 3m from the robot.
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• Human stop distance: participants were instructed to walk towards481
the robot and stop whenever they felt they did not want to come any482
closer to the robot.483
• Back off distance: participant would stand face-to-face with the robot484
as close as possible and then were asked to slowly walk backwards and485
stop whenever they felt comfortable again.486
• Robot stop distance: the robot would start at a distance of 3 meters487
and approach the participant. Whenever the participant started to488
feel uncomfortable and wished the robot would not come any closer,489
they would say ‘Stop’ and the robot would stop.490
• Stop distance difference: In order to get an idea about the relation491
between robot stop distance and human stop distance, this measure-492
ment was recorded as well. This is nothing more but the robot stop493
distance subtracted from the human stop distance.494
The order of the tasks (human-initiated or robot-initiated) was counter-495
balanced across participants. The robot used for this experiment is Pepper496
from Soft Bank Robotics. Participants were randomly assigned one of three497
conditions. In two of three conditions, the robot shows faulty behaviour498
during the introduction, before the tasks mentioned above were performed.499
These conditions are:500
• No error: the robot approaches the participants at a speed of 1.8 km/h501
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without saying anything.502
• Technical error: the robot ‘accidentally’ knocks over a pile of items503
beside it while waking up from its default state (Figure 5). The items504
are placed in such a way that the collision was not expected.505
• Socio-cognitive error: the robot incorrectly recognizes the experimenter’s506
gender during the introduction, where the experimenter mentions the507
robot is capable of doing so.508
Figure 5: Left, Pepper during its approach of the participant; right, Pepper
knocking over items when stretching.
Observing Pepper make a socio-cognitive error (gender confusion) is hy-509
pothesized to negatively impact the robot’s perceived intelligence rating and510
the approach distance. This is supported by Salem et al. (2015) who found511
that a robot’s faulty behaviour caused a change in the robot’s perception.512
Observing Pepper make a technical error will impact the approach distance513
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as well as its perceived intelligence and perceived safety.514
In the error conditions, the robot does not acknowledge its mistake.515
3.1.2 Data Collection516
The experiment started with collecting consent and demographics (includ-517
ing previous experience with robots). Similar to the previous study, TIPI518
questionnaire were used to investigate whether certain personality traits af-519
fected the results. During the study, the different stop distances (dependent520
variables) mentioned before were measured. Post-study questionnaires in-521
volved the Godspeed questionnaire, together with questions regarding the522
participant’s current mood and their perceived safety during the experiment.523
3.1.3 Participant Demographics524
In total 60 adults (29 male, 31 female; age M = 33.8 years, SD = 15.9;525
min age = 18, max age = 75) from different backgrounds (students, working526
public, retirees) took part in the experiment. The majority (93%) of these527
participants were Dutch (other nationalities include German, Spanish and528
Bulgarian). All participants completed the experiment. Participants were529
randomly assigned to either the control condition (n = 20, 13 female, 7530
male), the Technical error condition (n = 20, 7 female, 13 male), or the531
Social error condition (n = 20, 11 female, 9 male). Participants had no to532
little experience with robots (M = 1.52, SD = 1.03 on a scale from 1 (no533
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experience) to 5 (very experienced)).534
3.2 Results535
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Figure 6: Distance (in cm) at which participants stop getting closer to the
robot. The control condition is plotted on the right-hand side.
3.2.1 Faulty behaviour vs baseline536
A two-way MANOVA was performed to look at possible interactions. The in-537
dependent variables were the condition (error or baseline) and the approach538
order (human first or robot first), while the recorded approach distances539
and the stop distance difference were the dependent variables. The results540
showed a significant difference for the human stop distance, with Pepper541
being approached closer in the error condition compared to the baseline542
condition (p = 0.015). This means that the participant approached closer543
when a technical error was observed compared to no error being observed.544
The stop distance difference differed significantly (p = 0.001), as the robot545
was told to stop earlier after observing a technical error compared to not ob-546
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serving an error beforehand. This same difference was found between social547
error and baseline (p = 0.001).548
To investigate whether there was a difference in perception between the549
error condition and the baseline, we also performed Mann-Whitney U tests550
using the questionnaires. The independent variables were the conditions (er-551
ror or baseline) and the dependent variables were the median scores on the552
Godspeed questionnaire. A significant difference was found for anthropo-553
morphism between the technical error and baseline (U = 119.5, p = 0.025),554
where the robot was scored as less anthropomorphic after making a techni-555
cal error. Significant differences were also found for anthropomorphism (U556
= 114.5, p = 0.015) and animacy (U = 105, p = 0.007) between the social557
error condition and the baseline, where both factors got a lower score after558
making a social error. No other significant differences were found between559
the error conditions and baseline regarding the perception of the robot.560
3.2.2 Technical vs Socio-cognitive error561
A two-way MANOVA was run to investigate whether a different type of error562
had an influence on the different approach distances (robot stop distance,563
human stop distance, back off distance and stop distance difference). The564
independent variables were the two error conditions and the two different565
orders of approach while the dependent variables were the three measured566
distances and the stop distance difference. As a representative illustration,567
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Figure 6 shows the results for the ‘human stop distance’ metric. The anal-568
ysis showed no significant difference on the approach distances between the569
technical error and social error:570
• robot stop distance: (p = 0.904)571
• human stop distance: (p = 0.352)572
• back off distance: (p = 0.558)573
• stop distance difference: (p = 0.202)574
The order of approach had a significant influence on the robot stop dis-575
tance (p = 0.006) and the stop distance difference (p = 0.002). The order576
did not have a significant influence on back off distance (p = 0.639) and577
the human stop distance (p = 907). No interaction effects between type578
of error and approach order were found. These results indicate that when579
the participant is the first to approach the robot, then the stop distance580
becomes smaller. When the robot is the first to approach, then the delta581
between the robot and the human stop differences becomes larger, with the582
robot stop distance being larger than the human stop distance.583
Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to investigate whether there was584
a difference in how the robot was perceived after witnessing the robot make585
either a technical or a social error. The results showed that there was no586
significant difference between the two error conditions for how the robot was587
perceived. For anthropomorphism the results were (U = 197.5, p = 0.944),588
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for animacy (U = 188.5, p = 0.751), for likeability (U = 147.5, p = 0.116),589
for perceived intelligence (U = 192, p = 0.814) and for perceived safety (U =590
198, p = 0.952). This means that there is no difference in the type of error as591
far as perception of the robot is concerned in the five factors of the Godspeed592
questionnaire. When looking for any correlation between the various stop593
distances and the five personality traits from the TIPI questionnaire, none594
were found, which means that there seems to be no clear correlation between595
any of the personality traits and the distance people stopped approaching596
or told the robot to stop. This means the TIPI results can not be used to597
predict the distances.598
4 Discussion599
We have presented two studies investigating the impact of different types of600
error on ascribed levels of trust, totalling the inclusion of 160 participants. In601
both studies, we found a general impact of errors on reported and observed602
levels of trust. These results are, however, weak: in Study 1, only the Trust603
ratings did change significantly, but none of the four other questions related604
to the willingness to use the robot again in specific environments did. In605
Study 2, the difference between the no-error condition and the faulty condi-606
tion was counter intuitive, as participants came actually significantly closer607
to the faulty robot. Despite the results appearing weak, this is often the608
outcome when studying trust in HRI due to a number of later discussed609
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confounds. To example this, Mirnig et al. (2017) also found erroneous robot610
behaviours resulted in no impact on anthropomorphism and perceived in-611
telligence. The same study reported a significant increase in likeability in612
the error condition, a possible attribute of participant novelty to interacting613
with a robot, resulting in increased patience levels (Mirnig et al., 2017).614
Thus, no definitive conclusion can be reached regarding our main re-615
search question, the impact of error types on trust: in Study 1, we com-616
pared a technical failure to a higher-level cognitive failure (wrong decision)617
with no significant impact, and in Study 2, we compared a technical fail-618
ure to a socio-cognitive error (gender confusion) with, again, no significant619
difference.620
Three main explanations for this lack of conclusive results can be consid-621
ered: (1) the type of errors has indeed little impact on the perceived robot622
trustworthiness; (2) our tasks were not suitable to effectively measure (pos-623
sibly subtle) differences in trust ascription between our conditions; or (3) the624
low ecological validity of the experimental environment (short interactions in625
a laboratory setting) did overshadow any effect (measure sensitivity issue).626
The latter two confounds are plausible, and we discuss them hereafter.627
4.1 Potential confounds628
Regarding the choice of task, the low severity of the tasks in both studies629
may have led to a limited impact on the participants’ feelings after taking630
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part in the study: in Study 1 in particular, the participants were building a631
children’s toy, with no time constraint or implications of incorrect assembly632
(beyond having to backtrack a few simple steps). The effects of the robot633
performing an error were limited to mere annoyance. This could have been634
compounded by the fact that the interaction with a robot was for the major-635
ity of participants novel and potentially exciting, meaning the participants636
enjoyed experiencing an interaction with a robot in any case, which then637
overshadowed the consequences of the robot’s error.638
Another potential confound relates to the appearance of the robots cho-639
sen for these studies – with long-established models like the Uncanny Val-640
ley postulating that human-looking robots might be found to be unnerving641
by humans. Gray and Wegner (2012) investigated the reasoning behind642
this theory, suggesting that a human-like appearance might lead humans to643
project a sense of mind onto a robot. This study found that people are not644
only unnerved by a robot with a humanoid appearance, but also a robot645
having a sense of experience and this same sense lacking in fellow humans.646
Goetz et al. (2003) found that when using robots that appear to be male,647
people would prefer a machine-like robot when performing a realistic (e.g.648
Office Clerk or Hospital Message and Food Carrier) or conventional (e.g. Sol-649
dier or Security) job role. The human-like “male” robot was only preferred650
in artistic (e.g. Actor) or social (e.g. Tour Guide) roles. The researchers651
found more significant results when testing a “female” robot. A machine-652
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like robot was preferred for investigative roles (e.g. Lab Assistant) and also653
realistic job roles, but a human-like robot in all other job areas: artistic,654
enterprise (e.g. Sales Representative), conventional and social. TIAGo is a655
machine-like “male” robot, so it was chosen for the assembly task, which656
would most likely be classified by a na¨ıve user as an investigative or con-657
ventional role. Study 2, however, used Pepper, compared to TIAGo a more658
human-like, “female”, robot, yet showed no difference in the ascription of659
trust.660
Regarding explanation (3) (low ecological validity), experiments car-661
ried out in a lab setting are likely to be perceived as artificial and con-662
trolled (Baxter, Kennedy, E., Lemaignan, & Belpaeme, 2016), and as such,663
generally safe. This in turn reduces the potential impact of the introduced664
errors, as no severe consequences are to be expected.665
Also, the participants’ reported level of trust may possibly be subcon-666
sciously attributed to the experimenter and not the robot. This is a knock-667
on effect of not carrying out a study ‘in the wild’, and therefore having low668
levels of realism and low ecological validity.669
Besides, as participation was voluntary (and the compensation small),670
our experimental population must have had an intrinsic interest for robots,671
that would skew the attitude towards robots toward positive feelings and a672
stronger inclination to trust the robot.673
Finally the participants’ reported level of trust and intelligence might674
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possibly have been subconsciously attributed to robots in general rather than675
to the specific robots that were used for these two studies. This could have676
caused the invariance in the reported levels of trust and intelligence between677
the control and erroneous conditions and among the erroneous conditions.678
4.2 A lack of negative results?679
In light of these several potential confounds, one might rightfully question680
how suitable a laboratory environment is for the study of trust. We ac-681
knowledge that even broader discussions on the limits of lab environments682
to conduct HRI studies have already been made, for instance (Baxter et683
al., 2016). Yet, as we show in Table 1, most of the existing literature on684
trust in HRI reports on studies performed in lab environments, often using685
subjective measures (post-hoc questionnaires) that are subject to a lot of686
hard-to-control interpersonal noise. Our two studies show that, even with687
reasonable sample sizes (100 for Study 1, 60 for Study 2) and using both688
subjective and objective measures, we find weak and/or inconsistent results.689
As a result of the replicability crisis that has been much discussed over the690
past few years, we can only recommend for more replication studies, and691
for our community to embrace the publication of negative results (through692
pre-registered studies, for instance), in order to build a better understand-693
ing of the experimental ‘degrees of freedom’ that are available to us when694
investigating trust.695
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5 Conclusion696
This article investigated the impact of different types of errors on partici-697
pants’ reported levels of trust in a robotic assistant. The first study (a robot-698
guided assembly task) did evidence some effects of errors on trust: while we699
found a significantly lower ascription of trust on the faulty robot compared700
to the control group (in particular when the robot does not acknowledge701
its errors), no effects of the type of errors (mechanical vs. decision-level) on702
trust were found, and neither errors had impact on the willingness to use703
the faulty robot again in a different environment at a later point.704
Using proxemics instead of questionnaires to measure trust, our second705
study found broadly similar results, with an effect of errors on the willingness706
to move closer to the robot (however, opposite to the intuition: people would707
get closer to the faulty robot), but no significant impact of the error type708
on the participants’ behaviour.709
In order to further investigate the lack of a significant difference between710
types of error, we contrasted as well a robot acknowledging errors (and711
henceforth, demonstrating an awareness and understanding of the situation)712
with a robot that did not demonstrate such awareness of its own errors. No713
significant difference between these two conditions were found.714
Even though some level of trust manipulation was successfully performed715
in our lab environment, more subtle effects were not clearly evidenced, and716
we attribute this lack of results to the lab environments not generally pro-717
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viding sufficient sensitivity to measure complex social constructs like trust.718
As such, our conclusion is that neither of our two studies provide con-719
clusive evidence regarding the impact of the type of errors on the resulting720
evoked trust in robots, and that furthermore, the robot acknowledging or not721
its errors does not automatically lead to significant changes in perception.722
6 Resources for Replication723
Following recommendations by Baxter et al. (2016), we briefly outline here-724
after the details required to replicate our findings.725
Study The experimental protocol has been provided in the text. Exact726
robot dialogues, detailed questionnaires, as well as the open-source code727
for the wizarding interface are available online: https://git.brl.ac.uk/728
ra3-flook/Trust-vs-Errors.729
Data analysis The full recorded experimental datasets, for both studies,730
as well as the data analysis scripts allowing for reproduction of the results731
and plots presented in the paper (using the Python pandas library) are732
open and available online (https://git.brl.ac.uk/ra3-flook/Trust-vs733
-Errors). The script includes all pair-wise group comparisons across all734
conditions.735
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